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ABSTRACT

Policing agencies are undergoing a rapid technological revolution. New products—with almost unfathomable capacities to collect, store, monitor, and transmit data about us—constantly are coming to market. In the hands of policing agencies, some of these products may promise real benefits to society. But too often these public safety benefits are unproven. And many of these products present real harms, including risks to privacy, freedom of speech, racial justice, and much more. Part of “public safety” is being safe from these harms as well.

Despite these risks, new policing tech products continue to be adopted and deployed without sufficient (or any) regulatory guardrails or democratic oversight. Legislative bodies are reluctant to adopt traditional “hard law” regulation. And because there is no regulation, what we are left with is a “race to the bottom” in which policing technology vendors develop increasingly intrusive products with minimal or no safeguards.

This Report explores a “soft law” approach to dealing with the race to the bottom around policing technologies. Specifically, it examines the viability of an independent certification body—governmental or not-for-profit—that would perform both an efficacy review and an ethical evaluation of vendors’ policing technology products, assessing them along privacy, racial justice, and civil rights and liberties dimensions, among others. It explains how, in theory, certification can overcome some of the obstacles facing hard law regulation. It then discusses the practical design considerations that a policing tech certification system would have to navigate. It also surveys the challenges posed in the implementation of a certification regime, including how to ensure the body is legitimate and obtains stakeholder buy-in, and whether certification would encourage or undercut hard law regulation. Ultimately, the Report
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concludes that although adopting a certification scheme presents challenges, the idea has enough merit to receive serious consideration as part of a unified system of getting policing technologies in check.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Deep below Piccadilly Circus, beyond a maze of underground corridors, lies the Westminster CCTV Control Room. A wall of television monitors offers visitors an intimate view of London city life, from the tony boulevards of Belgravia to the bustling streets of Chinatown. With a few clicks, operators can rotate the cameras 360 degrees and zoom nearly 250 feet; the cameras can even detect the movement of a package inside of a car from three blocks away.\(^1\)

Martin O’Malley was impressed. Like thousands of other officials from around the world, the Mayor of Baltimore had made the pilgrimage to London to observe one of the most advanced CCTV systems in existence, in one of the most surveilled cities in the world. The previous year, 2003, Baltimore City had recorded over 11,000 violent crimes, making it the seventh most violent city in the United States.\(^2\) O’Malley had a problem, and the Brits, it seemed, had hit upon a solution.

The idea was simple. CCTV would serve as a “force multiplier”—a single operator in a CCTV control center could perform the work of many police officers, surveilling multiple neighborhoods simultaneously.\(^3\) Moreover, the

---


3. Id.; see Buntin, *supra* note 1.
visibility of the cameras would serve as a deterrent to would-be offenders. Announced in 2005, Baltimore’s “CitiWatch” program would become one of the most ambitious CCTV programs in the United States.

Any new surveillance system courts some controversy, but officials had a plan. They held a series of public hearings, assuring citizens that the new cameras would be used judiciously. The Baltimore Police Department implemented a new electronic surveillance policy governing the use of technologies like CCTV. These efforts helped earn the buy-in of Baltimore residents, many of whom initially expressed concern that the CitiWatch program would infringe on their privacy.4

As democratic engagement around police surveillance goes, so far so good. Then came Freddie Gray. The 2015 death of a 25-year-old Black man in the back of a police van sparked protests across the city. In the ensuing civil unrest, 350 businesses were damaged, 150 vehicles were set ablaze, and over a hundred police officers were injured. The Baltimore Uprising, as it came to be known, culminated in “the most extensive rioting in Baltimore since the 1960s.”5

Soon after, local aviation enthusiasts began noticing planes making “strange flight orbits” over Baltimore.6 These planes, it would later be learned, were equipped with powerful cameras capturing detailed imagery of the city from above. It was the latest evolution in the CitiWatch program—one that would afford the Baltimore Police Department unprecedented surveillance capabilities. Armed with both ground and aerial cameras, analysts could now identify potential suspects and track their movements across the city with precision.7 The planes, which flew for up to ten hours a day, were used by police to investigate everything from property thefts and shootings to unlicensed dirt-bikers.8 The public was told none of this.

4. See LA VIGNE ET AL., supra note 2, at 23–25.
8. See Reel, supra note 6.
The existence of the spy planes became public in August 2016, when journalists published an exposé.9 Outrage ensued. The American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) quickly issued a press release assailing the program as “a privacy nightmare come to life.”10 Congressman Elijah Cummings pledged to review the program and described its secret nature as “concerning.”11 Said one city councilman, more bluntly: “The [police] commissioner keeps talking about transparency, but every time we turn around, there’s something else where we’re left on the outside.”12 For its part, the Baltimore Police Department claimed that they did not disclose the aerial surveillance because it was merely an extension of the existing CitiWatch program.13 The flights soon were scuttled, but not before a public castigation of the Baltimore Police Department that further alienated it from the community it was sworn to protect.

Baltimore residents were the latest victims of function creep in policing technology. Without any laws on the books to prevent this expanded use of CitiWatch—or even provide the public with basic transparency around this use—legislators were left playing catch up to address violations of their constituents’ civil rights and liberties.

That policymaking is failing to keep pace with advances in surveillance technology has achieved the status of cliché. New innovations proliferate at a dizzying rate, rendering existing safeguards ineffective. Laws regulating these new products are few and far between—unsurprising because lawmakers themselves often lack the most basic information about the technologies that police use. This regulatory gap invites a race to the bottom among vendors

---

9. See id.
who manufacture and sell new and ever more intrusive surveillance tools to willing policing agencies, often with little proof of their benefits. When these programs inevitably come to light, they engender widespread outrage, distrust, and calls for accountability. Then the cycle begins anew.

As the Baltimore example illustrates, this system serves neither police nor the public well. “Hard law”—what we think of as law: statutes, regulations, and the like—is failing to keep the growth of surveillance and policing technologies in check.

In response to this logjam, the authors—lawyers at the Policing Project, a non-profit center at New York University School of Law—began a project to explore a “soft law” alternative: a certification system for policing technologies. The Policing Project is dedicated to making policing more transparent, equitable, and democratically accountable. Concerned by the unregulated use of technology by policing agencies, we sought and obtained a grant from the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation to study the value in a certification scheme for policing technologies. We studied the matter for the better part of a year, reading all the literature we could lay hands on and consulting numerous experts. Then we vetted the idea by convening relevant experts and stakeholders. All told, we spoke with over 50 people for our research, with equal participation from civil society, government, and industry.

A certification is a type of trademark that tells consumers that a product has met a particular standard. This form of “soft law” governance leverages market forces to promote a particular goal that is traditionally ignored or undervalued in the marketplace.14 Certification schemes are ubiquitous—if you’ve ever watched a “Rated R” movie, bought “Fair Trade” coffee, or purchased an “Energy Star” appliance, you’ve seen certification in action.

Our idea was that a certification scheme could perform a review of a technology’s efficacy and an ethical evaluation of its impact on civil rights, civil liberties, and racial justice. This, we surmised, would provide vital insights to policymakers and the public and perhaps even motivate the enactment of “hard law” (that is, statutes and regulations). Moreover, certification could create a market for policing products that are more protective of civil rights and civil liberties. And certification might address how products are actually used on the ground—Baltimore’s CitiWatch cameras, for example, might be

certified for use as traditional CCTV devices but not as part of an aerial surveillance system.\textsuperscript{15}

Of course, certification is not without its normative challenges. Certification systems raise concerns about democratic legitimacy—most standard-setters and certifiers either are several steps removed from direct democratic processes or are entirely separate from them. Convincing policing agencies and technology vendors to adopt a certification scheme would be no small feat, and the threat of industry capture is an ever-present concern.

These points are well-taken but not insurmountable. As our Report explains, careful design and a set of institutional safeguards can help to ensure that certification is independent, responsive to public concerns, and valuable to lawmakers, vendors, and police alike. Whether a certification regime would accomplish all of this in practice is unclear. What is clear is that the status quo is unacceptable.

This Report proceeds in four Parts. In Part I, we survey the policing tech landscape and examine why policymakers largely have failed to regulate police use of emerging technologies. We then describe the result: a race to the ethical bottom in which any intrusive technological tool that can be dreamt up is sold to policing agencies and put into effect with little or nothing in the way of controls. In Part II, we propose certification for policing technologies as part of the solution. As we explain, certification might facilitate the enactment of hard law by addressing key challenges facing policymakers, including the lack of objective information and expertise about policing technologies. Moreover, certification could impose substantive ethical standards and create an incentive for vendors to compete along ethical lines. In Part III, we discuss a set of critical design choices for a policing certification scheme—how, for example, ought a certifier measure a product’s “benefits?” How could it account for the myriad ways that products might be used (or misused) in the real world? Finally, Part IV addresses some key challenges facing certification, including democratic legitimacy concerns, problems of compliance and enforcement, and the possibility that certification could function as a permission structure for agencies to acquire new technologies.

\textsuperscript{15} We recently applied a similar tool, an “audit,” to the latest iteration of Baltimore’s aerial surveillance program and found it severely wanting. See FRIEDMAN ET AL., supra note 7, at 3. Those planes no longer fly over Baltimore. See Mitchell Clark, Baltimore’s Spy Planes Will Fly No More, THE VERGE (Feb. 5, 2021), https://www.theverge.com/2021/2/5/22267303/baltimore-maryland-shut-down-spy-plane-surveillance-program-vote.
II. DEFINING THE PROBLEM

The use of emerging technologies by policing agencies is beset by two key problems.

The first problem can be thought of as structural: policymakers largely have abdicated their responsibility to regulate policing tech. A foundational principle of American governance is that executive agencies must be democratically accountable. That is, there must be rules—rules set ahead of time, with an opportunity for input from the public. If policing operated like other areas of government, legislators would put in place a means of assessing whether there is a policy framework under which use of a new technology can produce public safety benefits, while minimizing civil rights and civil liberties harms. Unfortunately, this sort of democratic accountability around policing technologies is all too rare.

The second problem is a consequence of the first: in the absence of regulation, tech vendors are enmeshed in a race to the ethical bottom, innovating new and ever more intrusive ways to track and surveil the citizenry. These technologies are marketed aggressively to policing agencies—often with completely unfounded claims about their public safety benefits. And agencies use these tools with little in the way of controls that mitigate their civil rights and civil liberties impact.

This Section proceeds in three parts. First, we survey the policing tech landscape—one defined by explosive change and a yawning information gap. Second, we explore the reasons why policymakers largely have failed to regulate police use of emerging technologies. And third, we describe the predictable result: a race to the bottom in which any intrusive technological tool that can be dreamt up is sold to policing agencies and put into effect with little or nothing in the way of controls.

A. THE POLICING TECH LANDSCAPE: WIDESPREAD USE, UNQUANTIFIED BENEFITS AND HARMSS

Although early police in the United States had not much more than a nightstick at their disposal, many of today’s agencies have a raft of sophisticated digital tools to choose from, ranging from aerial surveillance drones to biometric identification technologies to automated license plate readers, and much more. And they are putting these tools to use. Take, for

example, face recognition technology (FRT). In 2016, a landmark report on law enforcement use of FRT estimated that one in four agencies have access to this tool, with over 117 million American adults already in face recognition databases. More recent investigative reporting revealed that nearly 7,000 public agency officials used FRT provided by Clearview AI—a company that scrapes billions of images from the internet without permission—often without any agency oversight.

For many policing agencies, especially larger ones, face recognition is just the tip of the iceberg. In New York, the public learned for the first time (thanks to recently passed transparency legislation) that the New York Police Department (NYPD) has over 30 discrete surveillance tools at its disposal. The NYPD is by no means the only agency with access to these high-powered devices. Investigative reporting has revealed widespread use of surveillance technologies like cell-site simulators, mobile device forensic tools (MDFT), and automated license-plate readers (ALPRs) by thousands of agencies across the country. Over 2,000 agencies have purchased MDFTs, tools that enable police to download and programatically search all data contained on a cellphone—from emails to texts to location data and more. As far back as 2012, 71% of police departments were using ALPRs, resulting in scans of hundreds of millions of license plates. A 2020 California state auditor report


revealed that the Los Angeles Police Department alone had stored more than 320 million license plate scans—99.9% of which were stored despite not generating a hot list match.\textsuperscript{22} Initially introduced in the 1990s to locate stolen vehicles, agencies now use ALPRs to conduct automated checks for unpaid parking tickets or inclusion in a gang database.\textsuperscript{23} And thanks to improved data storage capabilities, these scans, which include time and location information, typically are stored and retained, creating massive databases that can track people’s movements over time.\textsuperscript{24}

In short, law enforcement use of technologies with super-charged abilities to collect information and conduct surveillance is widespread.

The widespread use of surveillance technologies by law enforcement might not be so concerning if the evidence were unequivocal that these tools made us safer and if communities were making informed choices to authorize the use of these tools, well aware of the potential harms. Unfortunately, neither of these things is true. Agencies deploy surveillance technologies with little information about effectiveness.\textsuperscript{25} Undoubtedly some technologies have some benefits (while some may have little benefit at all), but there is almost no study of this issue. And what there is suggests the public safety benefits of even prominent technologies may be negligible.\textsuperscript{26} The public and lawmakers often


\textsuperscript{23} See Axon AI & Policing Tech. Ethics Bd., supra note 21, at 13 (tracing the origins of police use of license plate readers to combatting auto theft); Díaz & Levinson-Waldman, supra note 21 (reporting on police use of license plate readers to create databases that can search for individuals with unpaid parking tickets or purported gang affiliations).

\textsuperscript{24} Axon AI & Policing Tech. Ethics Bd., supra note 21, at 24–25.


\textsuperscript{26} Strom, supra note 25, at 4-4 (observing that “despite dramatic advances in DNA technology and computer databases for handling forensic data, clearance rates for violent and property crime have remained relatively stable since the mid-1990s” and citing studies); see also Lum et al., supra note 25 (generally reviewing the issue).
lack basic information and data about agency acquisition and use, rendering farcical any notion of democratic oversight.\textsuperscript{27}

The harms that flow from use of these technologies likewise are difficult to quantify, but there is still compelling evidence of their impact. Scholars have explained at length the theoretical and normative bases for how state surveillance chills the exercise of civil liberties and grants undue power to state actors.\textsuperscript{28} Empirical research and historical experience has borne out these effects.\textsuperscript{29} Worse still, these civil libertarian harms do not fall evenly upon all members of society. First, throughout American history surveillance technologies in the hands of the state have been deployed disproportionately on marginalized communities, especially Black communities.\textsuperscript{30} From the FBI’s COINTELPRO program to current day examples of police monitoring of Black Lives Matter activists, there is a persistent inclination of law enforcement to surveil minority communities.\textsuperscript{31} Second, these tools repeatedly have been used on those seeking social change by exercising First Amendment liberties.\textsuperscript{32}


\textsuperscript{29} Richards, \textit{supra} note 28, at 1948 (“Our cultural intuitions about the [chilling] effects of surveillance are supported by . . . the empirical work of scholars in the interdisciplinary field of surveillance studies.”); Karen Gullo, \textit{Surveillance Chills Speech—As New Studies Show—And Free Association Suffers}, ELEC. FRONTIER FOUND. (May 19, 2016), https://www.eff.org/deeplinks/2016/05/when-surveillance-chills-speech-new-studies-show-our-rights-free-association (citing studies showing that government surveillance discourages speech and access to information on the Internet).


\textsuperscript{32} See e.g., Joanne Cavanaugh Simpson & Marc Freeman, \textit{South Florida Police Quietly Ran Facial Recognition Scans to Identify Peaceful Protestors}, SUN SENTINEL (June 26, 2021), https://
There already are too many examples of the newer technologies—from face recognition to social media monitoring to aerial drones—being used to surveil lawful protestors speaking up against racial injustice. More concretely, the harms that flow from these technologies also include false arrests and other wrongful enforcement actions. For example, law enforcement use of face recognition has led to three publicly known false arrests, all of Black men. Erroneous ALPR reads have led to faultless drivers being stopped and subjected to search and arrest. In Colorado, police detained, handcuffed and arrested a Black mother and her children after an ALPR scan incorrectly identified her car as stolen. The chair of the Oakland Privacy Advisory Commission was stopped and held at gunpoint after a spurious ALPR scan. These are but a few examples, but they are representative of the risks inherent in police use of these technologies. Yet, our ability to catalogue and quantify the scope and extent of technology-induced or enabled wrongful enforcement actions precisely is limited by the lack of basic information and transparency around law enforcement use of these tools.

In sum, the policing tech landscape can be defined by a massive information gap, which leaves us all in the dark regarding the benefits and harms and hinders democratic oversight—which we turn to next.


36. See Kashmir Hill, Wrongfully Accused by an Algorithm, N.Y. TIMES (June 24, 2020), https://www.nytimes.com/2020/06/24/technology/facial-recognition-arrest.html (reporting Clare Garvie’s comment in response to false arrest from FRT identification: “I strongly suspect this is not the first case to misidentify someone to arrest them for a crime they didn’t commit. This is just the first time we know about it.”).
B. THE ACCOUNTABILITY GAP

As a democratic society, we typically turn to legislation, regulation, and/or judicial review to address the types of harmful effects described above. All of these measures are examples of “hard law” solutions, i.e., governance mechanisms with the force of law. Yet, these measures have been few and far between. And hard law—standing alone—inevitably falls short in addressing the challenges presented by emerging police technologies.

1. The current hard law landscape

This Section provides a brief overview of current hard law oversight of policing technology and its limitations.

a) The limited constraints of constitutional judicial review

The Fourth Amendment—implemented by judges—is the primary constitutional restraint on police power, but under existing doctrine, remarkably few of the emerging police technologies fall within its ambit. Under current law, individual conduct that takes place in public, or information given to third parties, is unprotected. Even when the Fourth Amendment applies, the traditional tools of warrants and probable cause are of little help when mass data collection (such as is the case with automated license plate readers) is occurring. Similarly, when it comes to racial justice concerns, current equal protection jurisprudence fails to offer meaningful recourse, as it has been interpreted to prohibit only intentional discrimination by government agencies and officers; policies and practices that have a

38. See id. at 4, 7 (comparing hard law solutions to soft law solutions).
39. See Orin Kerr, The Fourth Amendment and New Technologies: Constitutional Myths and the Case for Caution, 102 MICH. L. REV. 801, 838 (2004) (“Most existing Fourth Amendment rules in new technologies are based heavily on property law concepts, and as a result offer only relatively modest privacy protection in new technologies. . . . The key implication . . . is that we should not expect the Fourth Amendment alone to provide adequate protections against invasions of privacy made possible by law enforcement use of new technologies.”); see also Andrew Ferguson, Facial Recognition and the Fourth Amendment, 105 MINN. L. REV. 1105, 1107–08 (2021) (“[D]esigned to restrain police power and enacted to limit governmental overreach . . . current [Fourth Amendment] doctrine and constitutional theory offer little privacy protection and less practical security than one might expect.”).
disparate racial impact largely get a free pass in the courts. As Rachel Harmon summarizes it, “the public policy problems presented by the use of police power necessarily extend beyond constitutional law and the courts.”

b) Current legislative approaches: few and far between

The poor fit of constitutional review is especially concerning because it has served as our primary method of addressing policing, with legislation and administrative regulation historically taking a back seat. At the federal level, legislation addressing policing is sparse. There is some regulation of police use of technology, such as the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, which includes provisions regulating government use of wiretaps. There are also some federal laws that may regulate federal law enforcement’s collection and storage of personal data from biometric tools, such as the Privacy Act of 1974 and the E-Government Act of 2002. In general, though, as many scholars have observed, “federal legislation [regulating policing] is limited in scope and often badly out of date.”

Regarding the tech companies, Congress “so far has done next to nothing to regulate them.” There is some indication that the tide may be turning on

---


42. Rachel Harmon, The Problem of Policing, 110 Mich. L. Rev. 761, 763 (2012); see also Barry Friedman & Maria Ponomarenko, Democratic Policing, 90 NYU L. Rev. 1827, 1865 (2015) (“[F]or the most part, we look to the courts to tell police when they have overstepped their bounds. The difficulty is that . . . constitutional judicial review is completely inadequate for this task.”).

43. For an exposition of why policing agency regulation historically has been the province of judicial review, see generally Friedman & Ponomarenko, supra note 42.


46. Maria Ponomarenko, Rethinking Police Rulemaking, 114 N.W. L. Rev. 1, 60 (2019) [hereinafter Ponomarenko, Rethinking Police Rulemaking].

this account. For example, the Federal Trade Commission recently warned it would use its statutory grants of authority to regulate certain tech vendor practices, action which, if taken, could implicate some policing technologies.  

Still, as it stands, unlike with cosmetics, medical devices, or products with environmental implications, there is no comprehensive federal legislative framework establishing rules and guidelines for policing technologies.

Although there is more legislative activity addressing policing technologies at the state and local levels, it still represents the exception more than the rule. And it tends to focus on a single technology at a time. For example, 16 states have statutes addressing the use of ALPRs; fewer than a dozen states have passed legislation addressing law enforcement use of FRT. This tech-by-tech statutory approach means “legislatures are delivering piecemeal rather than systemic, legislation” that is “tailored to the technology [du jour] rather than to the harm.” With new technology perpetually coming to market, a tech-by-tech statutory approach means legislators constantly are playing catch-up.

There also are some local jurisdictions that have passed information-forcing legislation, based on a model statute developed by the ACLU, Community Control Over Police Surveillance (CCOPS), that requires disclosure around law enforcement use of surveillance technologies. Despite its broader scope, this type of information-forcing legislation has struggled to make an impact. Since the ACLU launched its CCOPS legislative campaign in 2016, only 22 municipalities across the country have adopted this law. And several of these jurisdictions have seen agencies completely fail to comply with

---


49. Ponomarenko, *Rethinking Police Rulemaking*, supra note 46, at 61 (“In policing . . . states could do quite a bit more.”).


the statutory requirements. Others have seen agencies issue generic disclosures devoid of any meaningful information about use or impact. For example, in New York City, where the City Council passed a CCOPS-inspired statute, a coalition of 14 civil rights organizations and advocates, including the local chapter of the ACLU, found that the NYPD’s “boilerplate” responses were “plainly insufficient” and did not “reflect a good faith effort to comply” with statutory requirements.

In Oakland, the police department’s failure to comply with CCOPS legislation has led to a lawsuit from the chair of the Privacy Advisory Commission (PAC), the public body charged with oversight, who concluded that “the model is failing to work in Oakland and the other jurisdictions.”

c) Administrative body regulation: exceptions rather than rule

A handful of cities have turned to administrative agency solutions for oversight of policing technology acquisition and use—an approach that some policing scholars have touted as a particularly apt governance solution. For example, Oakland’s PAC is an administrative body that, in conjunction with the City Council, oversees acquisition and use of any surveillance technologies used by law enforcement. In addition, a number of major cities, including


55. See Ponomarenko, Rethinking Police Rulemaking, supra note 46, at 1, 45–59 (arguing that we should consider creating “regulatory intermediaries” or permanent administrative bodies—that can stand in for the public to regulate the police); see also Fidler, supra note 51, at 481–82 (proposing that rather than legislate on these issues, city councils or a local appointed commission should be empowered to regulate the acquisition and deployment of police surveillance technologies).

Detroit, Los Angeles, San Francisco, and Chicago, have citizen-run police commissions that govern their police departments. Regarding policing technologies specifically, several leading computer scientists recently have called for a new federal office—modeled on the Food and Drug Administration (FDA)—to regulate the use of face recognition technology by private and public actors, though nothing like this currently exists. Still, despite these few promising examples and proposals, administrative agency bodies remain the exception not the rule for police technology oversight. And generalist commissions have done little to address technology issues.

2. Obstacles facing hard law regulation of policing technology

There are a set of obstacles that explain why the current regulatory landscape is sparse and inadequate. These obstacles set the stage for turning to certification as a possible partial solution:

a) Pacing Problem

Technological development today is happening “at an unprecedented pace,” which makes it “harder than ever to govern using traditional legal and regulatory means”—a phenomenon commonly referred to as the “pacing problem.” Policing technology development is no exception. For example, in its evaluations of face recognition algorithms, the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) reported “massive gains in accuracy” in the last five years, which “far exceeded” the improvements made in the preceding period. Because government regulation is an inherently slow and bureaucratic process, it increasingly is difficult for it to keep up with these rapid

developments in policing technologies. Perhaps worse, this rapid pace of development could mean that even if regulators could hurry to act, regulation “will likely be obsolete by the time the ink dries on the enactment.”

b) An Information Gap

This rapid pace of development and the inherent newness and uncertainty surrounding emerging technologies makes it difficult for policymakers to have the information required to support traditional regulation. Put simply, new products enter the market ahead of scientific certainty about their benefits and harms, making it difficult, if not impossible, for regulators to have sufficient information with which to conduct an evaluation. Nor does there seem to be much effort to assess benefits and harms once these technologies are in use. With policing technologies, there also tend to be additional layers of obscurity around these products’ mere existence—often in the name of security—that inhibit legislative and regulatory oversight. For example, after the NYPD deployed a robotic surveillance dog without city council approval, councilmembers had to issue subpoenas to obtain basic details about its procurement. A recent report issued by the U.S. Government Accountability Office (GAO) found that out of 14 federal law enforcement agencies that reported using external FRT systems, 13 had no idea which systems their personnel were using. One agency initially informed the GAO that it did not use any external FRT systems but was forced to correct this representation after an internal poll showed that its employees had conducted over 1,000 face

---


63. Marchant et al., supra note 61, at 130.

64. See Zaveri, supra note 27.

recognition searches on external systems. Without basic information about which products agencies are even using, neither legislators nor the public can begin to evaluate these tools.

c) An Expertise Gap

Even when there is awareness and knowledge about law enforcement use of these technologies, policymakers often lack the expertise needed to adequately evaluate these increasingly complex tools. In particular, new policing tools that incorporate machine learning (ML) technology can require advanced degrees in computer and data sciences to analyze their functions and limitations. Legislators face an ever-steeper learning curve in the face of these new developments. Yet effective legislation and regulation requires a full understanding of how these technologies work and interact with each other, their capabilities, their flaws, and their impact on people. In our current system, it is difficult if not impossible for legislators and regulators to acquire this level of understanding.

d) A Public Choice Problem

In the absence of digestible information about the risks these technologies pose, anti-regulatory pressures from interest groups like police unions and other law enforcement organizations dominate. Even in the wake of widespread calls for police reform, being labeled “soft on crime” remains a political death knell. Consider the collapse of bipartisan negotiations around federal police reform legislation because of an inability to reach consensus on the risks these technologies pose.

66. Id. at 11.

67. Timothy Lytton, Competitive Third-Party Regulation: How Private Certification Can Overcome Constraints That Frustrate Government Regulation, 15 THEORETICAL INQUIRIES L. 539, 543 (2013) (explaining how “limited expertise” can frustrate government efforts to regulate); Hagemann et al., supra note 59, at 69 (discussing the “knowledge problem” regulators face when it comes to emerging technologies and the lack of regulatory expertise); Fidler, supra note 51, at 530 (“Neither judges nor legislators nor municipal officials will be experts on investigative technology. . . . Administrative oversight does not solve this [expertise] problem.”); see generally Ponomarenko, Rethinking Police Rulemaking, supra note 46.


69. Ponomarenko, Rethinking Police Rulemaking, supra note 46, at 62 (“Police unions and other law enforcement organizations are a powerful force in state-level politics.”).

70. Friedman & Ponomarenko, supra note 42, at 1863–64 (discussing legislative inaction on policing and observing that “[i]there are few labels in American politics more damning than ‘soft on crime.’ For the most part, then, legislatures are content to leave well enough alone.”).
around qualified immunity, a deal breaker for police unions. 71 As public choice theory would predict, legislators are reticent to step into the fray of contentious issues for fear of offending powerful interest groups or large segments of their voters and thereby hurting their chances of reelection. 72

Policymakers also face anti-legislative pressures from industry, particularly in light of the competitive national and international marketplaces. As in the tech industry writ large, policing technology vendors employ powerful lobbying groups across Washington and statehouses. Many vendors operate across state or national borders, creating downward pressure on both local and national governments to impose restrictive regulations that could impede their competitiveness in the broader marketplace. 73

e) Federalist Fragmentation

Pace aside, state and local hard law solutions for policing technologies also present problems of fragmentation. By and large, these technology products are not designed for a particular agency or deployed in a single jurisdiction. They mostly are off-the-shelf tools that raise similar concerns wherever they are deployed. Relying on local legislation or regulation as a solution means expecting each jurisdiction to develop its own evaluative matrix for these complex tools. Take the example of a face recognition algorithm that research has shown can produce racially biased results. How is an ordinary lay entity expected to vet this claim? By reviewing the black box of machine learning code to see if a particular system exhibits this bias? Such a localized analysis


73. Hagemann et al., supra note 59, at 71–74; see also GARY MARCHANT, AI PULSE, SOFT LAW GOVERNANCE OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 3 (2019), https://ai pulse.org/soft-law-governance-of-artificial-intelligence/?pdf=132 (discussing regulation of emerging AI technologies and concluding that “national governments are reluctant to impede innovation in an emerging technology by preemptory regulation in an era of intense international competition”).
would be inefficient, unrealistic, and risk the creation of inconsistent and conflicting conclusions across jurisdictions. 74 Although federal legislation might avoid this fragmentation problem, it still would have to wrestle with federalism constraints when it comes to oversight of local policing. 75

C. THE RESULTANT RACE TO THE BOTTOM

In the absence of adequate legislation and regulation, market forces hold sway, creating a race to the bottom in which any intrusive technological tool that can be dreamt up is sold to policing agencies and put into effect with little or nothing in the way of controls. Policing agencies, which consider it their mission to keep the public safe, seek and purchase products that they are told by vendors promise the greatest security benefits. Producers of these technologies innovate to meet this demand, focusing on tools that assist agencies in gathering information about and from the public, while paying little attention to ethical implications. 76 Although the public and elected officials have an interest in protecting civil rights and liberties, their ability to surface their demand for these criteria is stymied by the information, expertise, and public choice problems described above. 77 Simply put, when it comes to policing technologies, we have a race to the ethical bottom.

74. See, e.g., Ponomarenko, Rethinking Police Rulemaking, supra note 46, at 45 (discussing local administrative regulatory bodies for police oversight, with over 18,000 agencies, “these sorts of regulatory structures may not be a viable solution to the problems of policing writ large”).

75. Fidler, supra note 51, at 541–42 (“[P]artway is the furthest we’d get with a top-down federal approach.”).


But the fact that the hard law governance landscape currently is insufficient is neither surprising nor cause to lose hope for effective oversight of policing technologies. Many of the regulatory challenges described above are common across sectors dealing with emerging technologies from the financial industry to biomedicine. Rather, it is reason to explore whether there are other approaches that may help remove some of the obstacles facing legislative and regulatory approaches or fill in the regulatory void, at least in part. As Gary Marchant has explained, emerging technology governance is a “wicked problem” for which “there will not be a single, effective solution . . . rather, the best strategy will be to integrate a number of imperfect tools, recognizing and trying to compensate for their particular flaws.”

In the remainder of this Report, we explore whether a “soft law” tool, namely a product certification system, might have a role to play in solving the “wicked problem” of emerging policing technology governance.

III. PRODUCT CERTIFICATION AS PART OF THE SOLUTION?

A. WHAT WE’RE EXPLORING

So far, we’ve seen two general problems: there is not enough hard law to regulate policing technologies because of a set of factors—pacing, lack of information, lack of expertise, political self-interest, and the regulatory fragmentation of our federal system; and there is a resultant race to the bottom. Here, we explore the idea of certification as a partial solution to these problems. Certification systems “attem[t] to harness market forces” to promote a particular goal or set of goals that currently are ignored or undervalued in the marketplace. They are a form of “soft law”—or “program[s] that create[] substantive expectations, but which are not directly useful regulatory solution for products with impacts that may evade typical marketplace incentives).

78. Hagemann et al., supra note 59, at 41; see also GARY MARCHANT, EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES: ETHICS, LAW, AND GOVERNANCE 1 (2017) (“One of the distinguishing features of most emerging technologies is that they present a broad range and diversity of ethical and social issues.”).


80. POOJA SETH PARIKH, ENV’L L. INST., HARNESSING CONSUMER POWER: USING CERTIFICATION SYSTEMS TO PROMOTE GOOD GOVERNANCE 1 (2003), https://www.eli.org/sites/default/files/eli-pubs/d13-05a.pdf; see also Matus, supra note 76, at 83–84 (explaining that certification allows consumers “to have more information regarding impacts of their consumption that would otherwise be unobservable to them”).
enforceable by government.” Certification systems both provide an additional level of regulation, albeit without the formal enforcement of hard law, and they can provide some of the information and expertise that is needed to break the public choice logjam and enable hard law itself.

The basic concept we have been studying is a product certification system in which producers of policing technologies would submit their products for evaluation. The evaluation would involve two functions. First, it would perform some sort of \textit{efficacy review}. At minimum, this would entail evaluating whether/how well the product does what it purports to do. Or it could go further and conduct a more holistic assessment of whether there is clear evidence for the notion that its use would enhance public safety. Second, products would undergo an \textit{ethical review}, which would entail assessing the product along a list of dimensions including privacy, racial justice, data protection, and the like. We explore certification design in-depth in Part III. But first, some examples.

B. \textbf{COMMON CERTIFICATION EXAMPLES}

Product certification is not a new concept. It currently is used in varying forms across disparate industries. Common examples include:

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|l|p{0.7\textwidth}|}
\hline
\textbf{B Lab Certification} & B Corporations are for-profit businesses that meet certain standards of “social and environmental performance,” as certified (for a fee) by the nonprofit organization B Lab. Its certification standards assess whether the corporations create value for non-shareholding stakeholders, including their employees, community members, customers, and the environment, as determined via ~200 question “Impact Assessment.” Companies also must satisfy certain legal requirements. B Lab publishes a final Impact Report, which contains a summary of a company’s Impact Assessment scores. \\
\hline
\textbf{USDA “Organic” Certification} & The U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) accredits state or private agencies to certify food products or farms that adopt practices that comply with the USDA’s organic regulations. Entities submit an application (with fees) to a USDA-accredited certifier, which includes a “detailed description of the operation to be certified” and a written plan “describing the practices and substances to be used.” Certifiers review the written application, and if approved, an \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Examples of Certification Schemes}
\end{table}

\textsuperscript{81} Marchant et al., \textit{supra} note 37, at 5.
C. Certification for Policing Technology: Absence and Demand

Certification entities like those just described do not exist, nor have they ever, for policing technologies. Yet there presently are some proposals and programs that would require the existence of, or indicate buy-in for, certification in the policing tech space.

The European Commission’s recently proposed Artificial Intelligence Act would require high-risk AI systems used by law enforcement, such as face recognition technology, to undergo an independent pre-market certification process to assess compliance with EU specifications. These include requirements for data governance, system transparency, human oversight, accuracy, robustness, cybersecurity, and auditability. To retain their certification, these systems also will be subject to post-market surveillance and supervision. Thus, tech vendors looking to sell their AI systems to law enforcement in Europe soon may be subject to a certification process with ethical components.

---


Although there is no official U.S. government parallel to the European Commission’s certification proposal, a recent report issued by the Federation of American Scientists (FAS) urges federal action to create a “Digital Surveillance Oversight Committee” (DSOC), a multi-stakeholder certification body, housed in a federal agency, that would certify current and emerging surveillance technologies used by public agencies—including local law enforcement—across ethical dimensions.84

Several non-governmental organizations recently have piloted certification systems that would include some technology products used by law enforcement in their remit.85 Most notably, in 2018, the Institute of Electric and Electronic Engineers (IEEE), the world’s largest technical professional organization and a major player among standards-setting organizations, launched an “ethics certification program” for AI systems (ECPAIS) with the goal of developing a certification process that would address transparency, accountability, and reduction of algorithmic bias in AI systems.86

Although not a certification system, NIST’s ongoing series of Face Recognition Vendor Tests (FRVT) bears mentioning as well. For over a decade, NIST has conducted benchmark testing to measure face recognition systems’ algorithmic accuracy.87 These tests do not certify algorithmic compliance with a particular set of national standards nor does NIST place a “seal of approval” on any particular algorithm. But, in issuing public reports ripe with vendor-specific performance data and maintaining a dynamic “leaderboard” ranking algorithm performance on its website, its evaluations and rankings have become powerful motivators for industry improvement as evidenced by vendors’ frequent citation to their NIST standings in press and

86. IEEE SA, supra note 85.
sales materials. As a result, what NIST measures can end up counting for a lot in shaping industry practice. For example, researchers have observed that NIST’s decision to evaluate demographic effects on accuracy has “ensur[ed] such concerns propagate into industry systems.”

The growing use of “ethics” or “advisory” boards by policing technology companies also is worth mentioning as it indicates an awareness on the part of tech companies that the status quo will not suffice. From 2019 to 2022, Axon, a major policing technology vendor, set up an AI Ethics Board made up of experts in the fields of AI, computer science, privacy, law enforcement, civil liberties, and public policy. The Board’s purpose was to guide the company “around ethical issues relating to the development and deployment of artificial intelligence (AI)-powered policing technologies.” In response to the Board’s report highlighting the risks of FRT, for example, Axon agreed to not proceed with adding FRT capabilities to its body-worn cameras. And in a naked attempt to counter its invasive and potentially illegal practices, Clearview stood up an “independent” advisory board—staffed almost entirely with former law enforcement or national security officials—with a stated mission of ensuring


89. Dooley et al., supra note 88.


that its face recognition technology is “used . . . according to the highest professional standards to keep communities safe.” 92 To date, Clearview’s Advisory Board has not taken any public action.

These proposed requirements, and emerging models, indicate that various experts and key stakeholders believe there is value to the use of some sort of certification regime to help address the governance gaps raised by policing agencies and governmental use of emerging technologies with the capacity for surveillance and information-collection.

D. CERTIFICATION AS AN ANSWER TO KEY POLICING TECHNOLOGY GOVERNANCE CHALLENGES

In theory, certification for policing technologies both could foster democratic accountability and mitigate the current race to the bottom. 93

1. Supplying Information and Expertise to Foster Democratic Accountability

A certification system for policing technologies could assist policymakers by addressing the information and expertise gaps that currently stymie effective hard law governance. By definition, certification communicates information about products. 94 Through highlighting which products policing agencies are using as well as the particular attributes and impact of these tools, certification could influence purchasing decisions by policing agencies and the jurisdictions they serve and aid regulators drafting legislation and rules. Certifiers also could require vendors to implement transparency-forcing mechanisms, such as transparency portals—online portals that could disclose information about how police use technology. In these ways, certification systems could help provide information the public and legislators currently lack—information that is essential to support traditional regulation.


93. See, e.g., Carlos Ignacio Gutierrez & Gary Marchant, Soft Law 2.0: Incorporating Incentives and Implementation Mechanisms Into the Governance of Artificial Intelligence, ORG. FOR ECON. CO-OPERATION & DEV. (July 13, 2021), https://oecd.ai/en/woenk/soft-law-2-0 (observing that soft law mechanisms “can . . . serve as a precursor or as a complement or substitute to regulation”); Mallory Elise Flowers, Daniel C. Matisoff & Douglas S. Noonan, In the LEED: Racing to the Top in Environmental Self-Regulation, 29 BUS. STRATEGY & ENV'T 2842, 2843, 2852–53 (2020) (finding that a green building certification program created a “race to the top” in improving buildings’ environmental performance).

In addition, certification systems similarly can address the expertise gaps that often prevent effective regulation. Because they have fewer barriers to employing or contracting with a broad range of subject matter experts to review and evaluate products—certification systems can draw on, they are able to acquire technical expertise that policing agencies, legislatures, and regulatory bodies cannot access as easily.95

2. Evading Hard Law Challenges to Curb the Race to the Bottom

As discussed, in the absence of regulation, we are living with a technological race to the bottom—a race which certification systems could disrupt through setting substantive ethical standards. By setting standards for ethical use, a successful certification regime can construct a raised floor and create an incentive for vendors to compete along ethical lines.

Although certification should not be seen as a replacement for regulation, setting substantive standards through certification both can serve some helpful function in the absence of regulation and also can shore up regulation where it exists because it avoids some of the key problems facing policymakers. First, because it is a non-legislative body (whether public or private) with a distinct mission, certification will not be burdened with the public choice problems that have thrown legislative bodies into stasis. Members of this body will have no reason to fear public opinion injuring their electoral chances. And constructed properly, they would be beholden to no particular entities or interest groups. (We address the issue of industry capture in Section III.E). In addition, certification can bring salience to problems around policing tech in a way that can break the regulatory logjam.

Second, because a certification system need not comply with a panoply of bureaucratic and procedural requirements, it can better keep pace with rapid technological changes, establish standards more quickly than some regulatory bodies, and revisit issues more frequently.96 This flexibility would enable it to keep pace with rapid technological changes.97 For example, the entity could re-evaluate a given vendor’s face recognition software whenever there is a


96. Id.

97. See, e.g., Marchant et al., supra note 37, at 7.
significant software update or a new use case is discovered without having to
wade through more rigid agency approval processes.

Finally, a the reach of a certification entity would not be subject to can
evade issues of regulatory fragmentation because it could evaluate products
and producers (and perhaps uses, more on that below) at one central node,
providing useful information and expertise that the many individual local
entities—from policing agencies to local and state legislatures—could
piggyback upon. Local jurisdictions could rely on certification results for
complex algorithms, rather than having to conduct their own evaluations from
scratch, an impossible task for most jurisdictions.

E. THEORIES OF CHANGE

Having laid out how certification might address the key challenges to
policing tech governance, we now turn to the underlying mechanism(s) that
would allow a certification entity to produce these changes, i.e., the theory (or
theories) of change that would guide development.

First, certification can effect change by incentivizing tech vendors to
produce more ethical and transparent products. Vendors benefit if the system
helps their bottom line and/or burnishes their brand. By providing clear ethical
goals toward which companies can work and a label that signals compliance,
certification can help companies differentiate themselves in the marketplace
and protect their reputations, thereby ending the race to the ethical bottom
that many vendors are engaged in at present. After all, reputation is a
“fundamental organizational asset,” and certification would serve as a tool for
companies to use in promoting their social responsibility.98 (Vendors also
might value certification if it helps ward off regulation, a challenge and concern
we discuss in Section IV.D.)

Second, certification can effect change by influencing policing agencies to
choose products that are more ethical. Policing agencies and the jurisdictions
they serve would benefit from certification because it would enable agencies
to choose technologies wisely and thus use them with less concern about
public backlash. Relying on emerging technology in a non-transparent way has
caused a great deal of suspicion in the general public. At times, law
enforcement has been denied the ability to continue using those tools
altogether. For example, the Seattle Police Department had to abandon its
drone program, which included two helicopter drones acquired without

98. Carlos Ignacio Gutierrez, Gary Marchant & Lucille Tournas, Lessons for Artificial
Intelligence from Historical Uses of Soft Law Governance, 61 JURIMETRICS J. 133, 140 (2020).
democratic approval or public awareness, after facing fierce public backlash.\(^99\) Reacting to San Francisco’s ban on FRT use by law enforcement, the head of the National Police Foundation conceded that “our traditional secrecy and lack of transparency has probably come back to haunt us.”\(^{100}\) In addition, policing officials complain that they are overrun with pitches from vendors and that it is difficult to distinguish one product from another. Certification could eliminate some of this uncertainty and provide a guide to products that meet some level of ethical standards, as well as those that (at least) perform as intended. Indeed, law enforcement we spoke with repeatedly emphasized the need for a source of objective, comparative information about how these tools operate.

Third, certification can effect change by helping legislators, the media, and the public better understand and compare the ethical implications of policing technologies. The public could benefit from certification in two main ways: (1) certification could raise the salience of emerging policing technologies and thus motivate hard law regulation, and/or (2) it could create a market for products that are more protective of civil rights and liberties thus reducing harm. As Part I made clear, dysfunction in the hard law system has led to adoption of potentially harmful technologies with almost no regulation. Members of the public and the media may not know about the technologies at all, and they have no way to evaluate their purported benefits or ethical impacts. Certification could serve as a tool to disseminate the information required to produce a more transparent marketplace and prompt a functional regulatory ecosystem.

Similarly, regulators suffer at present from a host of obstacles—from lack of information and expertise to pressures not to regulate the police and thus appear soft on crime. Certification would provide needed information, vetted by experts. Certification might help with the public choice logjam as well: if some products are certified as acceptable, and others not, regulators would have a roadmap of how to proceed to regulate in a way that could attract public acceptance. Certification gives them cover of a sort. (As noted above, though, certification may deter regulation, an issue we take up Section IV.D).

The extent to which each of these theories of change are distinct or overlapping is debatable. The bottom line is that for a policing technology

---


certification system to work, it must be valued by some combination of the
key stakeholder groups in this ecosystem: law enforcement, policymakers, the
public, and tech vendors.\textsuperscript{101}

Of course, identifying a theory—or theories—of change does not
guarantee that a particular intervention will achieve the desired outcome. Many
questions around viability cannot be answered until a system actually is in
place. But considering theory of change along with other substantive criteria
does provide a framework for answering questions around how to design a
certification system so that it is most likely to be effective. Next, we turn to
these design choices.

\section*{IV. DESIGN CHOICES}

Suggesting the idea of a certification body is only the beginning. Working
from some operative theory of change and other substantive considerations,
any certification approach then requires navigating a number of design choices.
Here, we discuss five such choices, any of which can affect the nature and
scope of certification.

A. PRESCRIPTIVE VS. DESCRIPTIVE

Certification regimes fall along a spectrum from descriptive to prescriptive.
Descriptive systems seek only to provide objective, unbiased information,
leaving it to the consumer to make the ultimate decision whether to purchase
a product. Diamond certifications are descriptive—\textit{any} diamond can be
certified; the certification simply provides information about a diamond's
characteristics.\textsuperscript{102} Possessing that information, the purchaser is left to make
whatever choice is preferred. As a result, for a descriptive certification to be
meaningful, the consumer must have some sense of what the information
means and how to use it. (Of course, even a descriptive certification is not
value-neutral: there was a decision on the part of the certifier about what
deserved to be evaluated and what information provided to the public.)

Prescriptive certifications are more evaluative, signaling that a product is
satisfactory in a particular regard or that it conforms to a particular standard.

\begin{footnotes}
\footnote{101. Marchant, \textit{supra} note 61, at 136 (noting that successful certification schemes must
give industry something of value to incentivize participation).}
\footnote{102. The leading diamond certifier is the Gemological Institute of America, which
assesses diamonds on the basis of their color, clarity, cut, and carat (the “4Cs”), among other
www.gia.edu/analysis-grading-sample-report-diamond\reporttype=diamond-grading-
report\reporttype=diamond-grading-report (last visited Apr. 6, 2022).}
\end{footnotes}
B Corporations, discussed in Section III.B, are an example of prescriptive certification. A private organization called B Lab confers this certification on companies that have met standards relating to social and environmental performance, transparency, and other values.\(^{103}\) Prescriptive systems tell consumers or potential purchasers that an independent third-party with relevant expertise has evaluated the product or company and has approved of it in a certain respect. Certified vendors essentially receive a gold star, and consumers don’t have to do their own information gathering but can simply respond to the signal certification provides.

Depending on the operative theory of change and other considerations such as capacity, resources, and legitimacy, tech certification could be prescriptive, descriptive, or somewhere in-between. In the following example, we show what a prescriptive, descriptive, and hybrid regime (such as a system that rates or ranks products) might look like for certain aspects of automated license plate readers.

ALPRs are used to alert police when a particular wanted vehicle is detected.\(^{104}\) But license plate reads also can be stored away, time-stamped and geo-located, to be fished out for investigative purposes.\(^{105}\) Many people are concerned about the storage and use of this “historical data” to track individuals’ movements over time.\(^{106}\) This concern could be mitigated partially by automatically deleting historical data after a set period of time, known as a “retention period.”\(^{107}\) A shorter retention period means that an agency has less ability to track a vehicle’s movements over time.

The image on the following page indicates what a prescriptive, descriptive, and hybrid certification scheme might look like for ALPRs with regard to the retention period. (Of course, an entity certifying ALPRs would consider much more than just retention periods; we focus on them here for simplicity’s sake.)

---

103. See About B Corp Certification, B LAB, https://bcorporation.net/about-b-corps (last visited Apr. 6, 2022).
104. See id.
105. See id. at 5.
106. See id. at 24.
107. See id. at 34.
Table 2: Certification Approaches

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ALPR 1: 28-day retention</th>
<th>ALPR 2: 120-day retention</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Prescriptive Certification:</strong> Retention period of thirty days or less is required for certification</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- ALPR 1 has met the certification condition and is certified.
- ALPR 2 does not meet the condition and is not certified.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ALPR 1</th>
<th>ALPR 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Descriptive Certification:</strong> Certifies all products</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Certification states ALPR 1’s retention period of 28 days.
- Certification states ALPR 2’s retention period of 120 days.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ALPR 1</th>
<th>ALPR 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hybrid Certification (Rating System):</strong> Certifier gives product a grade based on the length of retention</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- ALPR 1 receives a higher grade for a shorter retention period
- ALPR 2 receives a lower grade for a longer retention period.

One’s theory of change will influence where along the prescriptive-descriptive spectrum a policing tech certification system should land. For example, if the theory of change is to influence vendors, then the certification system would need to be more prescriptive in design. As described above, prescriptive models (including hybrid models, such as rating systems) provide
a strong branding chip for certified vendors by signaling approval of their product. On the other hand, if the goal is to influence the public and regulators, then descriptive certification, which seeks to provide objective, unbiased information, may be better suited to bridging the information gap that these groups face.

Either approach—influencing vendors or influencing the public/regulators—could address the race to the bottom. Prescriptive (and hybrid) models directly incentivize vendors to improve their products so as to receive certification or obtain a high grade or rating. (However, this assumes that the certification criteria are transparent to vendors, which most, but not all, are.108) Descriptive models indirectly incentivize vendors to improve their products, as public pressure forces policing agencies to choose to purchase (or not purchase) products based on the information that certification provides.

Ultimately, our research and discussions with stakeholders revealed strong skepticism around prescriptive-type certifications for policing tech because of these systems’ norms-setting requirement. Many stakeholders expressed doubt that prescriptive systems premised on influencing vendors or policing agencies would produce a normative calculus that benefited communities. Others took issue with the very idea of establishing normative standards for issues like privacy or racial justice, arguing that there was no way to achieve consensus standards on such ethical dimensions. Stakeholders have different conceptions of what makes a product “ethical,” and the communities in which technologies are deployed may well disagree with a certification entity’s conclusions and prefer to make their own determinations. Even if some imperfect baseline was established via a transparent process, consumers may misunderstand or put too much stock in what prescriptive certification represents—indeed, in the context of eco-certifications, there is a long-standing problem of “greenwashing”: the use of labels or certifications that misleadingly suggest that a product is environmentally friendly.109

Finally, several stakeholders worried about the impact that prescriptive certification could have on criminal defendants seeking to challenge use of these technologies. Would an arrest that resulted from an agency’s use of a certified product receive a thumb on the scale for its validity? As a result, many

108. Most certification regimes are transparent, but some (such as the Motion Picture Association of America’s film rating system) apply general standards, as opposed to precise rules. This can undermine transparency by obfuscating the reasons for the entity’s certification decisions. See Jeanne C. Fromer, The Unregulated Certification Mark(ets), 69 STAN. L. REV. 121, 142 (2017).

urged that any prescriptive certification would need to provide explicit disclaimers around the weight to give to its labeling in criminal adjudications.

Although stakeholders raised various concerns with prescriptive certification, significant consensus emerged around the need to inject the policing tech ecosystem with more reliable and objective information about these products. Law enforcement representatives described how the product information vacuum has forced them to rely on a sort of inter-agency rumor mill when seeking information about the utility of certain products. Civil liberties advocates, researchers, and government officials likewise bemoaned the absence of a trustworthy source for even basic information about these tools. Descriptive certification, with its emphasis on centralizing neutral information in a single entity, has the potential to fill these gaps. And because descriptive certification aims to disclose rather than evaluate information, it also largely can avoid the normative consensus traps that face prescriptive systems and hold space for different communities’ needs and values by allowing jurisdictions to reach their own ultimate conclusions regarding ethical standards.

Still, descriptive systems are not without tradeoffs. They require policymakers (or the general public) to interpret the information disclosed. This places an evaluative burden on communities and policymakers, who, as discussed above, generally are not equipped with the expertise or tech literacy required to conduct a rigorous analysis. And without clear ratings and cross-product comparison, descriptive systems make it difficult for consumers to differentiate between products.

These concerns led some to prefer hybrid systems that both describe a particular product’s qualities and provide some metric of comparison to a standard. For example, one stakeholder suggested borrowing from food nutrition labeling in which a single label both describes the nutrition content of the particular product and compares it to the recommended daily nutrient allowance. There even was a suggestion that the concerns raised by trying to certify “ethical” policing tech could be avoided by turning the entire project on its head to certify only the worst offenders, giving out stamps of disapproval for products that clearly are beyond the pale.

B. EVALUATING EFFICACY

How would a tech certification entity evaluate products’ efficacy? This depends on a number of factors—what the theory of change is, whether the certification is descriptive or prescriptive, the availability of data upon which to base conclusions about efficacy, and the entity’s resources and expertise, to name a few. Perhaps the most important factor—and the thorniest to
resolve—is how one defines “efficacy.” And defining this term carefully is essential because a certification entity’s definition can affect how vendors design their products and how those products are perceived by policymakers and the public.

First, a certification entity simply could evaluate a product’s specifications—i.e., does it do what it says “on the tin.” For example, how long can a drone remain airborne without requiring recharging? How accurately does an ALPR read a license plate? Law enforcement representatives we spoke to repeatedly observed that this information would prove quite useful in their procurement and deployment decisions. They were hardly alone; advocates likewise expressed frustration with the lack of available objective information on whether these products fulfill their basic technical promises. Many welcomed the prospect of a certification system that might step into this void and help encourage minimum viable technical standards for these policing technologies.

There are serious challenges posed by even this minimal version of efficacy review: (1) it is extremely expensive to develop test suites to evaluate these products; (2) efficacy testing always is contestable; (3) it requires some sort of apples to apples comparison across a product line, and it’s unclear if that is even as feasible with policing tech as it is with, say, vacuum cleaners; and (4) AI and ML technologies raise a host of domain transfer issues—for example, which dataset would serve as the measurement baseline (training? testing? deployment?) with pros and cons to each. Add to that the difficulties posed by the need to frequently re-evaluate in the face near-constant software and hardware updates. Some machine learning tools even continuously learn in the field—in essence, as the model ingests deployment data, its pattern regulation algorithm changes. Even without the bureaucratic obstacles facing hard law, it would be challenging to design a certification system that is flexible enough and has the capacity to assess such continuous product change.

Some stakeholders suggested some of these issues could be addressed by placing the burden back on the vendor, for example, by requiring self-evaluations and self-attestations of conformity to a standard rather than requiring the certifier to conduct the testing itself.

Even assuming the practical problems with an approach that measures basic technical efficacy could be resolved, there still are limits to its utility as the sole measure of efficacy. For example, the accuracy of ALPR reads is surely an important consideration, but it says relatively little about whether deploying ALPRs would be useful in achieving public safety. Many experts felt strongly that efficacy is a useless metric unless it communicates something about the actual operational value of the tool.
Second, a certification entity might evaluate a product’s impact on crime-fighting by attempting to tie product use to policing metrics such as cases cleared or crime deterred. This, too, may prove to be vital information, especially if this efficacy evaluation enabled comparisons across product lines to determine which type of tool actually is more likely to have a positive impact on crime-fighting. For example, both face recognition and fingerprint identification are biometric tools used to identify suspects. Imagine a certification system that was able to aggregate and report out data on successful suspect identifications by face recognition and fingerprint with breakdowns by agency or jurisdiction, perhaps as compared to system cost. This kind of comparative information could guide agencies in choosing which tools to procure or inform legislative decisions around law enforcement budget allocations. It also could inform and empower advocacy campaigns by providing some factual basis for what affects crime-fighting and what doesn’t.

But to conduct such an analysis, the certification entity must have access to data. Many agencies don’t generate such data in the first place, let alone turn it over to independent researchers. And even if the data is generated, answering these questions as an empirical matter can prove very difficult. If (and it is a big “if”) one measures crime fighting by the number of crimes reported to police, how is causation established? That is, how can one be sure that changes in the crime rate are attributable to the vendor’s product? There are methods of determining causality in the social sciences, but the challenges to doing this are not insignificant.

Third, and most ambitiously, tech certification could evaluate a product’s overall effect on public safety. This raises a litany of thorny questions. How does one define and then measure public safety? The number of cases closed? The amount of crime deterred? Community surveys? What about the positive civil rights impact of technology, such as the use of technology to constrain officer discretion or enable better oversight?
Using ALPRs again as the model, the graphic below visualizes these three approaches:

Table 3: Approaches to Evaluating Efficacy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluate product specifications: For example, evaluate the accuracy of ALPR plate reads or the algorithmic bias of face recognition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Daytime Accuracy: Pass (95%)" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Nighttime Accuracy: Pass (90%)" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluate impact on policing metrics: For example, evaluate clearance or arrest rates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Clearance Rates" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluate overall impact: Measure the overall impact on public safety, however conceived</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Public Safety Impact: High" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There is one final possibility that shifts the burden of proof to vendors and could lead to far more available information: certification could set rules about how vendors make claims about product efficacy. For example, a certification entity could require that vendors only make efficacy claims that have been vetted by independent researchers. Or it could require that vendors publicly disclose all data upon which efficacy claims are based, opening such claims up to public scrutiny. In this vein, certification could enforce a sort of “truth in
advertising” requirement, similar to requirements enforced by the Federal Trade Commission. Alternately, certification even could tell vendors what they must advertise on the tin, including the nature of oral representations they can make in marketing their products—akin to the requirements that prescription drug labels and advertisements list certain warnings and precautions.110

C. “USE” CASES

One of the great challenges of certifying policing technologies is whether to certify only the product in the abstract or to take account of particular uses of the product. Some certification schemes are contextual, others are not. Cheese, for example, might be certified as Kosher, but that does not preclude putting it on a bacon cheeseburger. On the other hand, Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED), a green building certification program, only certifies entire buildings as eco-friendly; it does not matter if all “green” materials were used, it is the way in which these materials come together into a building that counts.111

When it comes to policing tech, context is of great importance. The ethical implications of a policing technology turn largely on two contextual use factors. First there is the issue of how individual agencies choose to use the particular product. The very same ALPR can be used by one agency only to detect vehicles wanted in connection with serious felonies but by another to generate fines and fees revenue, which fall most heavily upon predominantly minority neighborhoods. Second, there is the issue of how a technology is used in conjunction with other technologies—that is, how a technology integrates into a larger system. For example, ALPRs have been used in conjunction with aerial surveillance to enable more precise tracking of vehicles’ movements.

In short, certifying uses is difficult. They are very dependent on both the individual and systemic contexts of a given jurisdiction. To truly prove valuable, some have argued that a certification agency would have to certify products for different uses, in different combinations, in different jurisdictions. Both the decision to certify use cases, and its implementation, pose difficult challenges. Here are a few potential routes a certification entity might take in addressing use cases.


1. **Don’t address use cases**

The first option is simply to ignore use cases. For example, certification of ALPRs could assess devices on the basis of plate read accuracy and data security, while sidestepping the questions of how, for what purpose, and in what combinations agencies use ALPRs.

The value of even such a limited approach should not be discounted. It would be valuable to have a credible, independent entity evaluate how accurately an ALPR reads a license plate, how well a predictive policing algorithm performs, or how biased (or unbiased) a facial recognition system is. Indeed, this is why the NIST tests and ranks the accuracy of face recognition algorithms. It would make little sense for each individual jurisdiction to make such assessments on its own.

There are additional benefits to this approach. A certification scheme that ignored use cases would be far easier to design and implement. And, for better or for worse, it would leave it to local policymakers to decide which use cases and combinations were permissible.

Still, when it comes to policing tech, how it is used is often every bit as important as whether it works when it is used. An algorithm that is free of racial bias could be used by agencies in a way that gravely exacerbates racial disparities (for example, for the purpose of enforcing low-level drug offenses). At present, there is little transparency around, let alone local regulation of, how agencies use policing technologies. In many (and perhaps most) jurisdictions, if the certification entity were not addressing use cases, no one would be. Many experts we spoke with questioned whether a certification system would provide any meaningful value if it did not address use cases.

2. **Certify products, addressing use cases indirectly through product design**

Second, without certifying use cases directly, certification could influence product design, which in turn can affect use cases.

For example, certification could be conditioned on the implementation of features that encourage or require agencies to be transparent about uses—both individual product uses and use in combination with other tools. If, for example, the concern is that agencies will use drones to surveil protests and other expressive activity, vendors could be required, as a condition of certification, to create transparency portals—that is, online portals disclosing information about police use of technology—through which agencies could (or must) disclose the time and flight path of each drone flight. In this way, the public would have the tools to draw conclusions about uses on their own. Also, the fact that the information would become publicly available might cause policing agencies to be more careful about their uses.
But there are limits to this approach as well. Transparency is, of course, vitally important to the effective regulation of policing agencies. Yet for transparency to lead to sensible use limitations, action still is required—by policymakers and regulators enacting reforms, by communities and civil society groups making demands of agencies, by aggrieved citizens challenging agencies’ actions in court, and so on. Transparency may well lead to such efforts, but this cannot be taken as a given.

Alternatively, certification of a product might require vendors to implement design safeguards that restrict the ability of agencies to engage in certain problematic uses. For example, one way to curtail agencies’ ability to conduct location tracking using ALPR historical data would be to design the device such that data was automatically deleted after seven days. Such features are, in a sense, self-auditing.

Even with this approach, though, some uses may be difficult to address through product design. Suppose that a certification entity wanted to limit the use of historical ALPR data, allowing its use only in the investigation of serious offenses. How is a vendor to design its product to allow use of historical data for serious offenses but disable agencies from running historical searches to investigate minor vandalism or graffiti? One answer is that the software could simply ask the user what the purpose of the historical search was and record that information. This, combined with a transparency mechanism, might do the trick—although there are of course always some lingering questions about the candor of all users and agencies.

3. Directly certify use cases

Third, the certification entity could certify use cases directly—that is, conclude that a product is certified for a specific intended purpose, when used in a specific intended way. For example, an ALPR could be certified for use in connection with the enforcement of felony offenses through the use of hotlist alerts but not certified for use in low-level enforcement. Certification also might limit the use of a product in conjunction with other technologies.

In such a scheme, the certification entity could play one of two roles. It might simply state the use cases and combinations for which a product is certified, leaving it to communities and policymakers to ensure the local agency user complies with the restrictions.

Alternatively, a certifier could enforce compliance with certified use cases. The entity might require vendors to regulate agency use through terms of service, for example. Or the entity could certify products agency by agency—i.e., certify an ALPR for use by the Whoville Police Agency because it has adopted appropriate use policies and training protocols, but not for the
Whereville Police because they have not. However, this approach would entail significant expense and, absent a vigorous program of compliance review, may not be successful anyway.

An entirely different approach to the problem of use would be to issue non-certification for certain use cases where the costs outweigh the benefits or cannot be adequately mitigated through design safeguards or other restrictions. And like an FDA drug label, tech certification labels could come with warnings about the potential risks of any non-certified uses. This approach also could be applied to target the issue of systemic use risks—the label could provide warnings about the risks of combining certain technologies, just like drug labels may warn about combining drug use with alcohol. And still another option might be certifying whether the user is qualified to use a given technology.

### Table 4: Options for Addressing Use Cases

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Don't address use cases</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pros: Ease of design and implementation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cons: More limited value</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Address use cases through design                 |  |
| Design features that create transparency/accountability around agency uses |  |
| Pros: Information-forcing                        |  |
| Cons: These features may not lead to substantive change |  |
| Design features that restrict agency uses        |  |
| Pros: Limits use cases without auditing          |  |
| Cons: Impractical for certain use cases          |  |

| Certify use cases                                |  |
| Certify products for specific use cases          |  |
| Pros: Gives guidance to communities              |  |
| Cons: Lack of enforcement mechanism              |  |
| Certify products for specific use cases + enforcement |  |
| Pros: Effective at addressing many use cases     |  |
| Cons: High cost                                  |  |

D. **Substantive Design Standards**

Both descriptive and prescriptive certifications apply substantive standards. In prescriptive certification, a product passes or fails based on those standards. But even descriptive systems incorporate substantive standards. Gem certification, for example, relies on substantive standards to determine whether a gem should be classified as pink or red. Likewise, a policing tech
certifier would need to decide which traits of a technology to evaluate, such as data retention, accuracy, and the like.

Substantive standards are yet another design choice, and careful thought must be given to how those requirements are designed. Should certification be directed towards giving agencies and jurisdictions choices, or should those choices be made by the certification entity?

Suppose, for example, that a certification entity determined that ALPRs should be evaluated on whether they include a transparency portal through which agencies disclose information about their ALPR use to the public. The question then arises whether certification should make the portal’s use mandatory for agencies, or whether the tool should just be part of the device, but its use by any given agency wholly voluntary. Then, even in the latter case, there is the question of whether the certification agency should include “nudges” to encourage agencies to use the portal. Nudges use design architecture to encourage users to make better decisions. How options are presented to users and which ones are enabled or disabled by default may have a profound influence on the decisions an agency ultimately makes.

Table 5: Examples of ALPR Safeguards

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Choice</th>
<th>Choice + Nudge</th>
<th>No Choice</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The vendor includes a transparency portal for agencies to use if they so choose.</td>
<td>The transparency portal is enabled by default but can be disabled by the agency.</td>
<td>The transparency portal is included and there is no way to disable it.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

At first glance, the “No Choice” safeguard might seem best. Agencies are left with no choice but to include the safeguard or meet whatever substantive standard the certification agency puts in place.

The reality is more complex, in large part because substantive design choices interact with stakeholder buy-in for the certification system—an issue we discuss further in Sections IV.A–B. For example, suppose that a certification entity required vendors to use the “No Choice” safeguard. Each vendor then will decide whether to get certified and comply with this strong restriction. The basis for the vendor’s decision will depend in great part on whether the certifier has market power. If the certification standard has been adopted widely by agencies and industry, the vendor may have little choice but
to acquiesce in the “No Choice” safeguard. If, however, the certification entity is an upstart, or the vendor faces brisk competition from another vendor that does not get its products certified, the vendor may well decide to forego certification. If enough vendors forego certification, the impact of the certification scheme may be diminished.

One further point to consider is that a certifier’s substantive requirements can limit the options available to regulators and communities—products become “one size fits all.” This is hardly unique—consider, for example, the existence of federal laws that set uniform minimum standards across the United States (e.g., federal labor law and the federal minimum wage). Yet there are costs to this approach. If communities feel that certification fails to strike the right balance, they won’t be amenable to following the guidance of certification. Alternatives might be to have local or statewide bar-setting or to outsource substantive standard development to trusted expert groups.

E. INSTITUTIONAL DESIGN OF CERTIFICATION ENTITIES

Certification regimes differ markedly in the extent to which they are independent from industry and include community stakeholders. In some regimes, industry dominates the standards-setting and certification process, while other entities seek to ensure balanced power-sharing. These contrasting approaches are exemplified by the two certification regimes discussed below: the International Sustainability and Carbon Certification and Fairtrade.
Table 6: Governing Certification: Two Contrasting Approaches

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISCC</th>
<th>FAIRTRADE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The International Sustainability and Carbon Certification is governed by a 150-member association. 90% of its members are producers, processors, or others involved in the supply chain. The organization’s Board consists only of industry representatives and two researchers.(^{112})</td>
<td>Fairtrade is governed by the organization’s General Assembly and Board. Producers and national Fairtrade organizations (which raise awareness and administer the standard) have equal representation in the organization’s General Assembly and Board, leading to balanced power-sharing.(^{113})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If the theory of change envisions vendor engagement with certification as the lever, then industry requires a significant place at the table. Vendors scarcely can be expected to participate in a certification scheme that doesn’t adequately represent their interests.

Whereas if the theory of change envisions legislators or the public as the target audiences, then there may be less of a need to have vendors fully on board. To be sure, some certification entities evaluate products without the vendors’ cooperation—for example, an entity focused on evaluating household products might purchase a product independently, before rating it or giving it a seal of approval. That, in a sense, is how Consumer Reports operates.\(^{114}\)

This approach would face unique difficulties in the current policing technologies marketplace. Most policing technologies cannot be bought from a store shelf. Some agencies we spoke with, particularly federal law enforcement, cited national security concerns with disclosing policing tech information. The vendor also often has (or least, claims) proprietary reasons to keep product information under wraps, backed by trade secret/IP law. Consequently, evaluating such products may require the vendor to submit

---

\(^{112}\) Greenpeace, Destruction: Certified 54 (2021).

\(^{113}\) Our General Assembly and Board, FAIRTRADE INT’L, https://www.fairtrade.net/about/ga-and-board (last visited Apr. 6, 2022).

willingly to the certification process. Otherwise, the entity would be forced to conduct product evaluations on a slim public record. Even so, it is hard to imagine the development of a system that cuts vendors out entirely.

Nonetheless, there are obvious dangers if certifiers becoming too cozy with industry. Overrepresentation of industry in certification schemes can lead to capture, resulting in ineffectual standards and lax auditing.\(^{115}\) Moreover, capture by industry comes at the expense of other stakeholders—such as representatives of the communities that are most affected by policing. Balanced representation within the certification entity and its governing body would be crucial in ensuring that all stakeholders’ interests are accounted for adequately.\(^{116}\)

There are many ways in which a certification entity could implement mechanisms for public participation. For example, an entity might implement a notice and comment period during which interested members of the public could give feedback regarding proposed standards. Another possibility is the creation of a grievance process, by which the public could file complaints in relation to harmful uses of policing technologies—this information could guide future standards-setting and certification decisions. Such mechanisms might afford affected communities meaningful opportunities to participate in the standard-setting and certification processes and ensure that industry players with deep pockets and the time to dedicate to lobbying do not end up dominating the process.

F. PUBLIC OR PRIVATE

Finally, there is a choice to be made regarding whether certification ought to be administered by a private or public entity. Most certification regimes are administered privately. That is true of B Corporations, LEED, Fairtrade, and many others. Still, there are some notable exceptions, such as Energy Star, the energy efficiency standard administered by the U.S. Department of Energy.

In our research, we encountered significant skepticism around private entities administering a policing tech certification. This skepticism emerged from civil rights advocates, community activists, and tech vendors alike. Chief among these concerns was how the entity would be funded; if the answer was industry, many warned that issues of conflicts of interest and capture would be unavoidable and unmediatable. Others noted that institutional trust in policing agencies and Big Tech is low, especially from communities most impacted by policing tech, such as Black communities. Thus, for the entity to

\(^{115}\) See GREENPEACE, supra note 112, at 11.

have legitimacy in the eyes of the public, it cannot be seen as being in bed with either policing agencies or tech vendors. And the need for this entity to have teeth or enforcement power also counseled in favor of a public program with its penumbra of hard law in the background.

Consensus emerged that the certifier role should be played by a public entity. There is much to be said for public certification. It may engender more trust from the public and more naturally addresses concerns about the democratic legitimacy of certification. Moreover, public certification could have a profound and immediate effect on the market, especially if certification were tied to federal funding for policing agencies. Of course, this leaves certification vulnerable to the vicissitudes of politics. In early 2017, for example, the Trump administration sought to end the Energy Star program; in early 2021, the Biden administration sought to expand it.

The question is whether a public approach is viable. It would take political energy to get it adopted, and the currently anemic regulatory environment suggests legislators don’t have the stomach for stepping into this space. On the other hand, the existing regulatory lacuna likely is not the product of legislative disinterest, but self-interest. As discussed above, the topic of policing is both polarizing and highly salient to voters; comprehensive reform through legislation is a risk that many legislators may not be willing to take.

It is precisely for this reason that legislators may prefer to offload the issue to some sort of regulatory agency or certification body. As Lisa Schultz Bressman has observed:

> Congress might attempt to avoid blame for controversial policy choices by shifting them to agencies, while still claiming credit for broad solutions to public problems. In other words, Congress might aim to write just enough policy to receive a positive response for its

117. See Marchant et al., supra note 61, at 130; see also Hagemann et al., supra note 59 (discussing public-private models of certification).


actions, while deflecting any negative attention for the burdensome
details to the agency.  

Whether public or private, the entity would face a key capacity challenge:
the type of evaluation envisioned requires diverse expertise and technical
experience that currently is in short supply across the public and private
sectors. Putting aside all the challenges around standing up such an entity, the
question remains: who would staff such an entity?

V. CHALLENGES

Thus far, we have been considering what design choices would have to be
made to get a certification body going from the ground up. But once the choice
is made to proceed with a certification entity, there still will be challenges. This
Part discusses some key challenges faced in setting up a certification body and
suggests what could be done about them.

A. GAINING LEGITIMACY AND CREDIBILITY: PUBLIC BUY-IN

Certification systems naturally raise concerns about democratic legitimacy.
Most standard-setters and certifiers either are several steps removed from
direct democratic processes (if certification is run by a public agency) or are
to entire separate from them (if run by a private entity). Consequently,
whether the system is public or privately run, the public may feel shut out of
the certification process and/or that industry has too much sway. This
matters: if certification is to wield any influence over how policing technologies
are designed and regulated, communities and policymakers must trust the
certifier.

There are elements of certification design that can help ensure meaningful
public voice and representation. As an initial step, basic transparency around

121. See Lytton, supra note 67, at 569; Kenneth W. Abbott, Introduction: The Challenges of
Oversight for Emerging Technologies, in INNOVATIVE MODELS FOR EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES
(2014); Doris Fuchs, Agni Kalfagianni, & Tety Havinga, Actors in Private Food Governance: The
Legitimacy of Retail Standards and Multistakeholder Initiatives with Civil Society Participation, 28 AGRIC.
HUM. VALUES 353 (2011) (noting that regulatory agency rule enforcement is subject to
attenuated “legitimacy chains” as regulatory power is delegated to bureaucrats); Gutierrez,
supra note 98, at 144–45 (observing that the fact that “any organization” can create a soft law
system can raise legitimacy issues]; Hagemann et al., supra note 59, at 98–99 (discussing
legitimacy issues that even may face public approaches to soft law governance).
122. See Marchant et al., supra note 37, at 9.
the certification process can foster public legitimacy and credibility. This ideally occurs at every step of the process—from initial standard-setting to individual certification decisions. Transparency, in turn, can breed accountability. For example, some have argued that certification entities should publish the reasoning behind their certification decisions, creating a body of binding precedent that enhances procedural fairness.

Certification systems can, and should, go a step further by actually soliciting and incorporating public input on their certification standards and process. For example, the Sustainable Forestry Initiative, which certifies sustainable forestry practices in the United States and Canada, subjects its certification standards to review every five years in a process that includes an opportunity for public review and recommendations. Another major player in the certification world, Underwriters Laboratories, opens its standards creation and revision process to any interested party and actively empanels a broad set of stakeholders across industry, technical experts, and consumers to review all suggestions. Its panels also request and respond to public comments, and it publicly releases its standard-setting activities. When designed with such open participation guarantees, voluntary certification may in fact be “more directly democratic than the state regulatory apparatus.” Particpatory mechanisms also can address the problems of capture and representational imbalances, as discussed in Section III.E. But just as important, they are a means to hold the certifier itself accountable and enhance its standing among the relevant stakeholders.

In short, public legitimacy presents a difficult but not insurmountable challenge for certification systems whether they are administered by private entities or public agencies.

B. ACHIEVING UPTAKE: AGENCY AND VENDOR BUY-IN

Successful certification systems typically provide value to both the producers and consumers in the target marketplace. The ethical policing tech

---

123. Cf. id. at 12 (explaining that a mechanism for making soft law more effective and credible may include “transparency in demonstrating compliance”).
126. Lytton, supra note 67, at 569.
127. Id.
marketplace presents an interesting wrinkle in that the consumers are bifurcated: agencies, who are (typically) the buyers, and the public, who is the end-user (or end-used-upon). At present, the public largely is cut out of the producer-consumer relationship. Vendors deal directly with agencies, and this feedback loop mostly ignores ethical harms. The purpose of certification is to inject ethical concerns into this loop by explicitly evaluating them and thereby making them marketable. Success then depends on the degree to which key stakeholder groups—tech vendors, agencies, the public—value the information certification provides. As discussed above, value to the public will hinge on legitimacy and credibility issues.

For agencies and vendors, the value calculus raises different, albeit related, questions. Will agencies find enough value in certification’s potential to reduce public backlash to choose certified products even when legislation or their own policies do not require it? Some law enforcement representatives we spoke with indicated this incentive may not be powerful enough to cause agencies to alter the status quo. Similarly, will a critical mass of vendors deem there to be sufficient brand value from ethical labeling to undergo certification? Or will the lack of a requirement on the agency side to purchase certified products defeat buy-in? These buy-in issues may dictate, or at least greatly impact, the design of the certification system. For example, a certification entity might choose to design a prescriptive certification system rather than a descriptive one to ensure vendor buy-in to the system.

Or take setting certification criteria for ALPR data retention. Standards that are too rigorous might impede initial adoption of the standard by vendors concerned by limiting their customers’ choices. Interestingly, if a certifier does have market power, vendors may have an incentive to encourage it to raise certification standards in order to entrench their own market power. For example, an ALPR vendor might favor a standard requiring advanced analytics of racial and socioeconomic disparities resulting from ALPR use, a feature that upstart competitors may lack the resources to implement in their own products. However, raising the bar in this way only goes so far; monopolization of a product category by a vendor may stagnate innovation not only in the product’s core features but in its safeguards and accountability features as well.

---

129. For example, small watchmakers in Switzerland complain that the standard to certify a watch as Swiss-made is too rigorous and intentionally designed to shield the country’s dominant watchmakers from competition. See Fromer, supra note 108, at 150–51.

130. See generally Elizabeth Joh & Thomas Joo, The Harms of Police Surveillance Technology Monopolies, DENVER L. REV. F. (forthcoming 2022) (“When a particular technology has only a
When it comes to certification uptake by vendors and agencies, there is also something of a critical mass conundrum: buy-in by stakeholders begets buy-in, but getting over that initial hump to create a system with sufficient market power to encourage additional participation may be a Sisyphean task.

C. COMPLIANCE AND ENFORCEMENT

Certifiers face a dilemma: how does a certification entity ensure that vendors comply with certification requirements, especially over time? This is no small matter because failure to enforce certification requirements can diminish the certifier's credibility and undermine the reason for having certification in the first place.131

Enforcing certification requirements is easier said than done. Because certification typically is voluntary, certifiers must rely mostly on carrots, not sticks, to ensure compliance.132 (Weak enforcement may be especially acute for private certifiers; if the system were run by a federal agency, as proposed by FAS and discussed above, industry may be warier of failing to comply with a program that has the imprimatur of a government agency.)

Regardless of whether the certification entity is public or private, certification systems have developed methods of monitoring compliance that could be applied in the policing technology context. These include:

- **Tip Programs:** The certifier could set up a program to solicit tips from the public regarding violations of certification requirements. For example, if an agency’s drone fleet is certified for use only in connection with active crime scenes, citizens could report that the agency was using the drones to monitor political protests.

- **Audits:** Regular audits of tech vendors and/or the agencies using their products could be a requirement of certification. (This might be part of the certifier’s contract with vendors—vendors must submit to audits as a condition of using the certification mark.) For example, a certifier could require that ALPR users provide a reason for performing any historical searches. The certifier then could require the vendor to provide a representative sample of these audit trails at

---

131. As Gary Marchant explains, though, enforcing certification requirements is easier said than done: “design and implementation of a cost-effective post-market surveillance system is difficult, due in large part to the ‘noise’ inherent in studying complex and diverse real-world situations.” Marchant et al., supra note 61, at 150.

132. See id. at 136; see also Roberts, supra note 128, at 146 (observing that voluntary certification systems can “encourage” compliance with their requirements but lack mandatory enforcement powers).
regular intervals to determine if the vendor’s clients were running searches for impermissible purposes.

- **Sanctions:** Companies that violate certification requirements can have their certification revoked. Stakeholders we spoke to urged the use of contracting leverage to implement enforcement: agencies or vendors could incorporate clawback clauses that make ethical requirements or certification compliance part of the performance clause. And some certifiers even have sued vendors for violating requirements while using the certification mark on a theory of trademark dilution.\(^{133}\) The gravest sanction may come from the court of public opinion—certifiers could publicize gross violations through media and public relations campaigns.

Choosing adequate enforcement and compliance mechanisms are important, but they are only part of the battle when it comes to ensuring a policing tech certification is doing its job. The other half of the battle is an issue that also stymies hard law regulation: figuring out ways for certification to keep pace with these rapidly changing technologies. Still, with the right design thinking and vendor cooperation, there likely are ways to implement regular monitoring. And even if the certification merely set a regular re-certification schedule (annually or every two years) rather than some kind of close-to-live monitoring, this would represent a significant improvement over the status quo in which there are no rules or requirements around product auditing.

\section{D. FENDING OFF REGULATION}

As discussed above, certification both can \textit{complement} hard law systems (or fill gaps in them) and \textit{facilitate} the adoption of hard law. The problem is that creating a certification body also may have the exact opposite effect: warding off the adoption of hard law.\(^{134}\) By signaling to regulators and the public that the problems presented by these products are being addressed, certification systems can disincentivize further regulatory action. For example, in response to public backlash about violent video game content, tech companies created


\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{134} See Carlos Ignacio Gutierrez & Gary Marchant, \textit{Soft Law 2.0: Incorporating Incentives and Implementation Mechanisms Into the Governance of Artificial Intelligence}, OECD.AI POLICY OBSERVATORY (July 14, 2021), https://oceai.ai/en/wonk/soft-law-2-0 (discussing reasons why organizations comply with soft law programs and observing that “[o]ne incentive is to avoid inflexible hard law requirements that would otherwise kick-in”).}
a rating system that successfully placated federal and state lawmakers “who were pitching a variety of more formal restrictions on youth access to video games.” Today, this industry-developed ratings system remains the “primary governance mechanism in this arena.” In fact, scholars have noted that certification’s potential to stave off hard law often serves as a key incentive for organizations to submit to these systems.

There are two things that can be said here. The first is that a successful certification system may eliminate the need for hard law. That arguably was the case with the video game example. (Studies show that children “spend less time playing violent video games when their parents use the rating system to guide purchases and set rules for video game play.”) And indeed, certification may be better in some instances than regulation. Unlike the traditional regulatory process, certification has the ability to bring together a broad coalition of stakeholders and subject matter experts in a non-adversarial process to devise the rules of the road. Lest we forget, legislative efforts are subject to watering down from industry interest groups and partisan divisions alike. Through its multistakeholder and more flexible process, certification presents an opportunity to set a higher or more precise bar for the industry standard.

However, not all the problems with policing tech can be solved by certification alone. For certification to be viable, it must not undercut government regulation of the police. Rather, certification should be designed in a way that stimulates and serves as a model for the development of hard law.

First, the certifier could focus on areas in which a lack of information has most impeded effective regulation. For example, very little is known about how useful ALPR historical data is to policing agencies. A certifier could require vendors to produce aggregated statistics about historical data use—how often agencies use data older than thirty days, for example—which could provide valuable insights to lawmakers.

Second, the certifier could itself engage in advocacy. Consumer Reports, for example, has an advocacy arm that lobbies for consumer protections on a number of fronts. A policing tech certifier might lobby for more hard law
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regulation of policing tech and could draft model legislation requiring agencies to use the safeguards that the certifier requires vendors to implement.

Although a policing tech certification entity should be mindful of warding off regulation, making effort to incorporate design choices that would support or complement hard law, it is not a reason to derail further exploration. As several stakeholders pointed out, even without any soft law measures on the horizon, policymakers thus far have abdicated their responsibility for regulating policing technologies.

E. NORMALIZING TECHNOLOGIES

There also is a concern that any governance system that engages with these technologies in any way—even if it is to try to mitigate the ethical harms they present—risks validating or further entrenching their use. For this reason, some believe that the only way to mitigate the harms of law enforcement use of these tools is to ban them outright.

But this argument rests on a few questionable premises: (1) that these tools are not already being normalized, (2) that there are not sufficient public safety benefits to extract from these tools assuming the necessary safeguards are in place, and (3) that there is sufficient political and public will to enact widespread bans.

Despite significant advocacy campaigns to ban FRT, one of the most high-profile surveillance tools, fewer than two dozen jurisdictions across the country have passed bans. And this movement is up against majority opinion—a Pew Research Center poll found that 56% of Americans trust law enforcement will use this tool responsibly. In the meantime, law enforcement use continues unchecked.

Still, FRT is only one technology, albeit an understandably controversial one; believing that all policing technology would be banned is a form of magical thinking. The status quo is a world in which police are using these technologies while regulators are sitting on their hands. Certification at least presents a potential path forward to a world in which regulators have the information and motivation required to act and agencies are incentivized to acquire tools that are designed with safeguards in place to protect civil rights and liberties concerns. And a certification system need not certify every technology. It may very well decide that there are some tools that simply are too harmful or risky to merit evaluation. In doing so, certification could create
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differentiation in the marketplace, serving as a mechanism to cut out the worst offenders.

F. CREATION OF A CERTIFICATION MARKET

Finally, it bears mentioning that the creation of one certification entity potentially can create a market for others.\(^{140}\) That is, one certification scheme can beget additional ones, especially as industry backs competing schemes with weaker standards, allowing them to continue their current practices but with a claim to ethical certification.\(^{141}\) For example, there are so many eco-labels, of such varying quality, that an entire platform has been created just to help consumers and vendors distinguish between them.\(^{142}\)

There is no obvious answer to this other than (1) to back a strong scheme with sufficient publicity as to what is meaningful and what is not and (2) to ensure buy-in from a broad set of stakeholders at the outset of creating the regime.

VI. CONCLUSION

This Report has weighed the merits and challenges of a certification regime. At this point a reader may feel the issues are very complicated and that making such a regime work would be a difficult task. We don’t disagree. For example, it would be difficult for a certification entity to keep up with the rapid pace of change, especially in the context of machine learning technologies that constantly evolve in the field. The very purpose of this study was to present a set of arguments and considerations for outside consumption.

It may be worth stepping away from the trees, however, to look back at the forest. What is it that certification can accomplish, and what must be avoided?

For certain, certification should not function as a permission structure for simply acquiring new technologies. We do not want agencies or policymakers to co-opt certification as a seal of approval or as a means to dodge criticism from concerned citizens. This is the single greatest concern expressed by the many privacy and civil rights advocates we interviewed. For tech certification to be viable, this concern must be addressed fully.

Similarly, the goal of certification is not to make hard choices for communities and policymakers but to give them the tools to make those
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choices themselves. As we have said, communities have different needs and values, and a commitment to the notion of policing as a democratic enterprise requires honoring those differences.

The hope is that certification might, rather than displacing community choice, facilitate it, while proving a trusted informational voice in decision-making. From our research and discussions, there emerged one universal revelation: there is a crying need for more information about these technologies and an impartial source to provide it. Certification is one way to meet this need, and in doing so, it might help all stakeholders make better decisions and come to an informed consensus—to know the right questions to ask to, and demands to make of, their policing agencies. One hopes policymakers would use certification not as a rationale for a decision already made but as a tool to gather and interpret all of the relevant facts so that they can reach informed conclusions. One hopes that it would lead vendors to compete to out-innovate each other on privacy protections, on transparency, or on mitigating bias.

This is, to be sure, a tall and optimistic order. But it is a far better vision of policing technology than what exists today. It is unclear whether certification ultimately is deemed a valuable approach—although many stakeholders expressed agreement that there is a pressing need for more objective information about policing technology. However, what is clear is that the status quo is unacceptable.